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EXAMINATION

Ql What do you mean by equirement Elicitation? What are the different

cQmponents of Require ent Elicitation Activity? Discuss the role of use-

case in requirements eli itation. (15)

Q2 (a) Discuss in brief the trength and weakness of the following life cycle

models:- (10)

(i) Evolution Model

(ii)Iterative-increme tal model

(iii)Code and fIx

(iv)Waterfall

(v) Spiral

(b)You are a software e gineering consultant and have been called in by

the vice-president fo fInance of a corporation that manufactures and

sells boots. She w ts your organization to build a product that will

monitor the comp y's stock, starting with the purchasing of the

leather and keepin track of the boots, as they are manufactured,

distributed to indivi ual stores and sold to customers. What criteria

would you use in se ecting a life-cycle model for the project? (5)

Q (a) Discuss the analys's model in OOSE. Why is it essential to develop

analysis model? (8)

(b) Discuss model arch tecture in 0-0 methodology. (7)

List and compare v ious steps for development of a software using

procedural approval th the object-oriented software development. Why

do you think that OOS methodology is better? Discuss in detail. (15)

Why do you mean y maintenance of software? What is corrective,

preventive and adapti e maintenance? Approximately what percentage of

is life does a software goes under maintenance? Does OOSE follow any

special type of mainte ance? Discuss in detail. (15)

Q (a) What is the import nce of testing? Is testing an Umbrella Activity? (5)

(b) Compare white bo testing with black box testing. (5)

(c) What do you mean by Regression Testing? How is it accomplished?(5)

7 Draw a class Diag am, use case diagram, sequence diagram and

collaboration diagra for Library Management System of an institute. (15)
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